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It’s that time of year when we look
forward to many things: the final melting of snow and ice, a hint of new
growth on the trees, the hummingbirds
returning from southern skies, and the
northern migration of wildlife passing
through Game Trail. These are good
times in the neighborhood.
We’ve had a rich and full fall and
winter. The Board of Directors would
like to express our appreciation for the
many hours our committee leaders
and their members have freely given
to our community.
Without them,
Game Trail would be a more challenging and expensive place to live. It’s
important to highlight some of the efforts of our volunteers.
Our Architectural Control Committee (ACC) recommended a revision of
the policies governing construction
and renovation. After significant community input, the Board approved the
final version of the policy changes,
which are more responsive and user
friendly. Most importantly, we believe
they reflect the intent of the original
Covenants.
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Through the hard work of the Forestry Committee, Game Trail has become a better custodian of our individual properties as well as a better
neighbor to the National Forest. We
are a designated Firewise USA Community, the most active participant in
the Chaffee County Chips program,
and have preliminary approval for an
additional fire mitigation grant. Currently, this committee is working on a
Wildland Fire Action Plan and community educational programs.

Financial/
Admin Assistant
Jan Johnson
719-395-2742
janlmenj2014@gmail.com

On the technology front, we have
begun an important effort to increase
the resilience of our water monitoring
system and add more functionality as
well as user-friendly enhancements to
our website. We are working to digit-

ize our record keeping to develop a
repository of useful knowledge for future game trail leadership.
Our Roads Committee continues
its multi-year effort to enhance the durability and safety of our roads while
the Commons Committee has been a
good custodian
of our shared
spaces.
We
also recognize
individuals
in
our community,
who help take
care of their
properties and
nearby
areas
by adopting fire
hydrants, picking up trash,
John Jacobson,
and plowing a
GTA Board President
neighbor’s
driveway.
Our finances are on firm ground,
thanks to the efforts of our Treasurer
and Finance Committee Chair. We
are planning for the future, with funding of capital reserves. Through our
Communications Committee, we have
been able to rapidly notify residents of
important community events.
We are in the planning stages for
our Annual Meeting and Picnic that will
be held on Saturday, September 10,
as well as the popular home tour. We
look forward to seeing you there.
We would like to encourage each
of you to get involved as a volunteer in
some way in our community. Pick
something that may interest you.
Send an email to the committee chair
listed on the website. Attend a meeting, and see how you like it. Becoming a volunteer is so easy and so enriching. Come get to know your neighbors, help your community, and make
new friends.
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Todd Allen & Dave Nelson, Architectural Control Committee

ACC is Busy Managing 13 New Home Projects; ACP & Forms Revised
The ACC has been busy!
As we all can see when we drive around the neighborhood, construction of new homes and additions to existing
homes is booming. With 435 total lots in Game Trail, we
have 292 completed homes, 13 new homes under construction, 4 new homes approved that have not broken
ground yet, and numerous inquiries on new home construction in the pipeline.
Also keeping the ACC busy, the Architectural Control
Policy (ACP) has been revised as well as the application
forms for new home construction, home additions and
home repair. The ACP has been revised to simplify it yet
making sure that nothing has been changed from requirements for building in Game Trail. Anecdotal information
that was previously included in the ACP has been removed
and put in a new document called Tips for Building in
Game Trail. We invite you to checkout these revised documents.
A common question the ACC receives involves repairs
to existing homes. Change to an existing exterior structure
that involves new material or a new color from what was

previously approved needs a repair application submitted
to the ACC. Re-roofing with the same material or restaining/repainting with the same color do not require an
application.
One of our big challenges these days is the time it
takes to build a home in Game Trail. With construction delays and shortages of materials and skilled contractors,
homes can take a lot longer to build than in years past. The
high cost of construction materials also contributes to delays because many homes get redesigned and simplified
along the way in order to address cost increases. The ACC
(as outlined in the ACP) would like to see the exterior of
the home completed within one year of breaking ground,
but in some cases we have needed to be flexible when
unexpected delays impact a project.
The ACC is comprised of five Game Trail neighbors
who work together to support the committee’s charter “to
inform owners about the ACP, to assist with the application
process, and to administer the written policy in an equitable
manner.” If you have any questions, please feel free to
email us at ACCchair@gametrailassn.org.

Game Trail Firewise USA® Designation Recognized with Sign Presentation

Game Trail
Committee
Chairs
Architectural Control
Todd Allen & Dave Nelson
Commons
Todd Allen & Jack Bell

Game Trail received national
recognition from Firewise USA® this
year. Below, HOA members are pictured with new signs and Chaffee
Chips service partners from the
Chaffee County Fire Protection District and the Colorado State Forest
Service during a fire mitigation event
on April 11, 2022.

Through last August’s and this
April’s Chaffee Chips events, Game
Trail homeowners have spent more

than 1,000 hours making 258 piles of
slash that were hauled away or
chipped.
Firewise USA® provides a framework for neighbors to get organized,
find direction and take action to reduce wildfire risks at the local level.
To maintain it’s Firewise USA® status, Game Trail must annually
demonstrate on-going fire mitigation
efforts.

Communications
Linda Craig
Finance & Audit
Denny Witte
Forestry
Kari Allen
Nominating
Anna Hargis
Roads
Dave Nelson & Rick Reese
Water
Jann Hopp & Sandy Long

Photo courtesy of Envision Chaffee County. Pictured L-R: (Back) HOA Assistant Treasurer Cam
Torrens, CCFPD Chief Robert Bertram, CSFS Forester Josh Kuehn, CCFPD Firefighter Jonah
Salberg, Forestry Committee Chair Kari Allen, HOA Board President John Jacobson, HOA Board
Secretary Cindy Waskom; (Front) CSFS Forester JT Shaver, Forestry Committee Member Gary
Craig, CCFPD Firefighter Vincent Kumbera and Forestry Committee Member Dana Braatz.
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Jann Hopp & Sandy Long, Water Committee

Reminders: Outside Water is Limited;
Turn Off Water When Away for Travel
It’s spring, and that means we
will begin allowing limited outdoor
watering usage. I like to occasionally
water my columbines or spray off the
muddy ATV. Each lot is allowed
2,939 gallons per year for outside
usage. (Keep in mind that a hose left
running outside can use up to 600
gallons in one hour.) Automated outside watering systems are discouraged as they can consume very large
amounts of water in a short time. We
do live in a semi-arid desert, and it’s
not wise to plant non-native species
(and who misses mowing a yard?).
Please see Game Trail R&R 12-04
for the approved uses of outdoor water and for more information.
As you travel this spring and
summer, remember to turn your water off when you are not staying at
your house. There have been quite a
few incidents recently where leaky
toilets, faucets or even heating systems have caused damage and resulted in hefty fees. Best practice is
to have someone check your house

once every two weeks. On their visit,
they should turn on the water, run
water in all the sinks and tubs and
flush the toilets. This keeps water in
the drainage traps and keeps your
house from smelling like a septic system. Then they should turn the water
back off before they leave.
The Water Committee is currently
working on updating the Game Trail
water monitoring system. Water levels and flows throughout the subdivision are monitored by a system of
tank probes, tank level transducers,
pressure sensors, and flow meters.
The system is interconnected via a
radio telemetry system that provides
flow control and alarms. We are planning to replace the computer program
that collects the level and flow data to
give us more analysis tools and improve system reliability.
The Water Committee appreciates your efforts to conserve water.
Please see Game Trail R&R 19-01
for information on fees for Excess
Water Usage.

Game Trail
Member Directory
Being Updated Now!
The Game Trail membership directory is being updated in time for the annual publication and distribution in
September.
• If you have additions or
updates, please send your
information to communications@gametrailassn.org.
Or, you may also use this
form if you prefer.
• If you would like to preview the 2022 draft to insure that your information
is included and correct,
please email a request to
communications@gametrailassn.org

If your information is
unchanged, you do not
need to send anything,
and your listing
will remain the same.

Annual Slash Pit Burn Successful Thanks to Roads Committee & Volunteers
Game Trail residents are fortunate to have the ability
to bring slash to a pit on Game Trail common space for
annual burning. The convenience helps residents with
their responsibility to maintain their properties and reduce
wildfire risk.
The Roads Committee manages the pit and makes
arrangements for the annual burn that is permitted through
the Chaffee County Fire Protection District and monitored
by volunteers. This year’s permit required a minimum of

Rick Reese and Steve Vittum staff their shift to monitor the slash pit
burn on February 23, 2022.

six inches of snow on the ground, no wind, and 24/7 monitoring until the fire was out. Planning also included dousing final embers with water from Miles Construction’s large
water trucks.
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Kari Allen, Forestry Committee

Projects Focused on Reducing Fire Risks & Improving Tree Health
The Forestry Committee has several projects in the
works. Here’s a quick summary.
Wildland Fire Action Plan
Undoubtedly, wildfire risk has been on your mind as
we emerge from a relatively dry winter. April has seen
several “Red-Flag” warnings throughout the state, and
unless the spring brings a lot of moisture, it’s going to be a
nerve-wrecking summer.
To that end, an important project the Forestry Committee is working on is a “Wildland Fire Action Plan” specifically for Game Trail. It will provide background/education
on wildfires including local resources, planning steps all of
us can follow to be prepared in the case of a wildfire, and
step-by-step actions if pre-evacuation and/or evacuation
orders are given. Checklists and evacuation routes are
also included. The plan and informational meetings will be
coming soon.
Educational Programs
In March, the Forestry Committee sponsored a tree
health and fire mitigation workshop for interested owners.
Approximately 30 people attended! A summary of the
workshop is on page
5. On April 30, committee member and
forester Dana Braatz
led a tree seedling
planning
workshop.
This is the second
year for this clinic, and
it
proved
popular
again! Later this summer, we hope to offer
a “Bad Bugs” field
workshop. It will be
led by a retired CSFS
forester who will help
us identify tree damage, the responsible
critters, and suggestions on how to address tree health.
15 GT owners attended the planting workshop to learn tree planting
best practices, including water conservation and protection from wind
and animals. Above: Dana Braatz demonstrates. Below: Teams of
GT residents planted seedlings following Dana’s expert advice.

Chaffee Chips
April’s Chaffee Chips
program for the south and
east sides of Game Trail
was a great success!
Twenty-two
landowners
worked 293 self-reported
hours to create 73 piles of
slash!
Members of the
Chaffee County Fire Protection District and Colorado State Forest Service –
Salida Office loaded the
slash and then deposited it
at the Game Trail slash pit.

Chaffee County Fire Protection
District members pick up slash
along Valley View Drive on April
11 for Chaffee Chips program.

Common Space Fuel Break
The 20-Acre Common Space Fuel Break Project was
originally to start in late March. Due to concerns about
snow-buried rocks potentially damaging equipment, the
work has been delayed until mid-May. Game Trail’s inkind contribution for this grant-funded project is 300 volunteer hours. We will be calling for volunteers later this summer to help pile smaller branches into slash piles and to
rehab machine damaged areas. Opening up the canopy
in this area will not only serve as a fuel break for Game
Trail’s west boundary, but also will promote healthier trees
and wildlife habitat.
Grant-Funded Mitigation for South & Southwest GT
The south and southwest areas of Game Trail are also
in line for some grant-funded fire mitigation work. In April,
Kent Maxwell from the Colorado Firecamp received preliminary approval for his Colorado Strategic Wildfire Action
Program (COSWAP) grant. The grant’s goal is to train
and develop wildland sawyers and firefighters. Owners of
lots that are either adjacent to National Forest or CR365
have been contacted to learn if they are interested in
providing training ground. The end result will be crown
thinning and understory treatments. So far, 24 owners
representing 26 lots are interested! Meetings will be held
in May to discuss specifics; work will begin soon after.
Committee Volunteers Needed!
The Forestry Committee is an important group for
Game Trail! We’re always looking for new members.
Contact kariallenbv@gmail.com if you are interested.
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Dana Braatz, Forestry Committee

Checkout These Takeaways from This Spring’s Tree Health Workshop
On March 5, Dave Ludders from Bristlecone Tree
Care led a tree health and fire mitigation workshop for
Game Trail owners. Approximately 30 residents attended.
Dave covered the following topics:

Wildfire Treatments
We discussed treatments for the three defensible
space zones.

Trimming should be done prior to August 1. By then,
the mistletoe seed has matured and is spreading. Mistletoe fibers inside the branches and trunk do not extend
more than a few inches from the fruiting bodies. Infected
branches should be trimmed back at the next side branch
that is at least one-third the diameter of the main branch.
Also, remember trimming live branches during warmer
months may attract harmful bugs. Therefore, trimming
early is recommended. Slash should be removed as
quickly as possible.

Remove – Dave’s guideline is if the tree has less than
fifty percent of it’s branches alive, it is time to go.
For a thorough discussion of dwarf mistletoe see
CSFS publication – Dwarf Mistletoe Management.

Tree Health

For details on creating defensible space, see the Colorado State Forest Service’s (CSFS) most current guide
The Home Ignition Zone: A guide to preparing your home
for wildfire and creating defensible space.
When it comes to removal, Dave described additional
benefits of fire mitigation:
• Avoid damage to structure foundations and septic
systems. Tree roots love moisture (concrete retains
moisture).
• Avoid damage from diseased trees falling on roofs
and decks.

Safety First! Don’t use ladders or climb trees – leave
this to professionals. For tree health (and wildfire control)
trim lower branches to ten feet or one third of the tree’s
height, whichever is less; leave ten feet of spacing between tree crowns. This is wider spacing than previously
recommended.

We discussed how to trim tree branches. Dave
thought leaving enough branch stub to “hang your hat on”
was way too much. To help clarify this topic here is a
guide from the Colorado State Forest Service on Pruning
Evergreens.
As amateur tree trimmers, it is better to err on the side
of too much branch stub rather than too little. From the
CSFS doc: Do not cut into or otherwise injure the branch
collar. Do not make flush cuts. Remove the branch in a
three cut method.

Mistletoe Mitigation: Spray, Trim, or Remove
Spraying has been effective in Game Trail, but only
for the year of spraying. One homeowner sprayed for
three consecutive years. By the third year the mistletoe
seemed to have developed resistance to the spray. Dave
said that the spray is very toxic. If DIY, complete hazmat
procedures should be followed.

Are You Registered
for Chaffee County’s
Emergency
Notification System?

These two friends were regular Game Trail residents this winter!
Photo by Jerri Caskey

Be prepared!
Double check your registration status,
or register for the first time.
Here’s the link: Everbridge
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Dave Nelson & Rick Reese, Roads Committee

Maintaining Roads is No Game in Game Trail
The Game Trail Roads Committee is anticipating another very
busy year. Not only do we have
routine maintenance to perform,
but also we will be continuing to
work on road improvement projects
as part of the Roads Special Assessment with our contractor, Miles
Construction.
One of the main objectives this
summer and fall is to continue improving our roads by adding
crushed aggregate and Dura Blend
in problem areas. Dura Blend, is a
dust mitigation product that also
helps “bind” the roads together. It
can help “lock in” the aggregate
and also help eliminate erosion,
wash-boarding, and dust. We also
hope to continue to improve drainage throughout the neighborhood.
The addition of culverts and catch
basins in certain areas should help
control water runoff and reduce
damage during heavy rains and
snow melt.
During Dura Blend applications, we will attempt to place signs
on the roads that are receiving the
application. These roads should be
avoided if possible until the Dura
Blend is dry. If there is no other
alternate route, then driving very
slowly can reduce the amount of
material undercoating your vehicle.

Washing your car as soon as possible after driving on a Dura Blend
treated road is highly recommended because the longer the product
remains on the car, the harder it
can be to remove.
For the safety of our residents,
our pets, and wildlife, we ask everyone to please slow down and
abide by the speed limits when
driving through Game Trail. We
are also slowly adding and relocating speed limit signs. The speed on
Great Peaks Drive is 35 mph and
on Elk Meadow the speed limit has
been reduced to 25 mph. The
speed limit on all other Game Trail
roads is 20 mph. Slowing down not
only reduces the amount of dust,
but also reduces wash-boarding
and surface damage.

As a reminder, large piles of
road material stored at the slash pit
are owned by Miles Construction
and Game Trail and is not for use
by Game Trail residents or contractors. Please contact the Roads
Committee if you have questions or
if you need more information about
what we are doing.
If you are interested in joining
the Roads Committee we want to
hear from you!
Email us a
roads@gametrailassn.org.

It’s a Bluebird Day!
John Hulkonen
(left) and Rick
Reese (right)
donated their
time and materials to build 12
new bluebird
houses to install
around Game Trail. Game Trail’s
altitude and location are perfect for
Mountain Bluebirds. We currently
have 45 bluebird houses around
the neighborhood that John has
been taking care of the last few
years. The houses need to be
cleaned-out and maintained annually. Thanks John and Rick!

Laura Deer, IT Task Force

IT Task Force Researches
User-Friendly Technology
The purpose of the IT Taskforce
is to develop a cohesive information
technology strategy for Game Trail.
GTA has grown into a large and
demographically changing community. Member-friendly technologies,
such as: online bill pay, online forms
routing and integrated online communications may be desirable and
may allow GTA to provide a more
effective level of services to Members without unduly burdening
GTA's all-volunteer community.
The Taskforce has been meeting since March and has already
identified at least two reputable
HOA SaaS (software as a service)
platforms that are most likely to
meet
GTA's
current/
future
needs. Implementation as well as
on-going support services, such as
backups and technical support, will
be provided by the chosen SaaS
platform provider.
The likely cost is between $5$10 per Member per year – with $10
being a reasonable implementation
estimate and $5 being a reasonable
estimate of on-going/annual services fees. Further investigation will
be done, with a recommendation(s)
due to the Board in July. Task
Force members are Linda Craig,
Laura Deer, and Cindy Jacobson.
Special thanks to Dennis Diaz for
his early input in this process.

Anna Hargis, Nominating Committee

New Board Members Sought; Volunteers Needed
The Nominating Committee is
charged with nominating one GTA
member for each vacancy on the
Board of Directors. At the annual
meeting in September, there will be
two openings for 3-year terms and
one opening for a 1-year term.

pose can be obtained from the GTA
office or on the forms page of the
GTA website. The Finance and Administrative Assistant will ensure the
eligibility of all nominees (Game Trail
Association Bylaws, Article V, paragraph B).

Under Rules and Regulations
#2004-01, GTA members may also
directly nominate candidates to be
included on the election ballot. Nominations must be submitted in writing,
and must be signed by the member
making the nomination, by a separate
member seconding the nomination,
and by the nominee signifying his/her
willingness to serve. Information to
include: Names, Game Trail addresses, Filing and Lot numbers, and
phone numbers of the two members
making the nominations and also of
the member being nominated.

Committee Members Needed

Send nominations to: Game Trail Association, P.O. Box 4110, Buena
Vista, CO 81211. Nominations must
be received by no later than Wednesday, June 15.
Although a specific form is not
required, a sample form for this pur-

The Nominating Committee is
responsible for selecting nominees
for the Board of Directors and calling
for nominees from the Game Trail
membership at the annual meeting.
The Committee consists of at least
three but no more than five members,
one of which acts as the chair. A
volunteer for the committee generally
signs up for a 3-year term, if possible.
The process for finding nominees for
the Board of Directors is simply calling Game Trail members to solicit
their interest. Nominating Committee
Members spend some time in April
and/or May making calls, and help
with the voting at the annual meeting
in September.

Policy Reminders

Know and follow the rules.
See any of these sources
for a full list of
Game Trail policies.
Renters/Visitors Guide
Good Neighbor Policy Quick List
Governing Documents
Here are a few highlights.

If interested in volunteering to be
on this committee in the future, email
nominations@gametrailassn.org

Denny Witte, Finance & Audit Committee

GTA Finances Remain Solid

Propane only!
https://homemakerbarbi.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/40-best-of-stone-propane-fire-pit-kit-fire-pit-creation-with-proportions4128-x-2322.jpg

Game Trail is in good financial condition. The Net Income from FY 2021
was $76,776. The FY-2022 Operating Budget includes: Income $523K, Expense $433K, Net Income $90K. In recent years, we have finished every fiscal
year “in the black” with a positive Net Income.

What about reserves? Reserves are needed to fund special expenses
that the operating budget cannot cover and to avoid special assessments. Net
Income from the annual operating budget is used to fund reserves. The four
reserves are:
• Designated Operating Expense – is needed to cover unanticipated operating expenses. Snow removal is an example because it can vary considerably from year to year.
• Designated Capital – is needed to cover planned, large capital expenditures, such as a major building or piece of equipment.
• Designated Repair and Replacement – is needed to cover large maintenance projects, such as the recent Great Peaks resealing.
• Designated Special Operating Expense – is needed to cover large,
planned road maintenance tasks, such as Dura Blend application.
What about special assessments? Special assessments are unusual in
Game Trail. They are necessary when major work needs to be done that the
reserves cannot fund. We are currently in year 3 of a 5 year Road Improvement Assessment. This special assessment was needed because we fell behind in maintaining our roads. A Road Task Force of GTA members recommended catching up, and the membership approved the special assessment.

Licensed, 16-yr-old or older.
Follow speed limits!

Turn off exterior lights
at night.
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Carla Seyler, Commons Committee

Commons Committee Takes Initiative to
Control & Reduce Cheatgrass
Unfortunately, Game Trail has a
The first priorities are the meadlot of cheatgrass. The Commons
ow areas near Great Peaks, for exCommittee has developed a multiample, near the dog runs, trash cenyear plan to combat it. To have any
ter and slash pit. We anticipate mowchance of success, Commons will
ing about 12 – 15 feet on either side
need a true partnership with Game
of the road. The area along Elk
Trail residents. As an organization,
Meadow is the second priority, then
our best approach is to combine
the lower part of CR 365. The cul-demowing during select periods and
sacs near Northwood Circle and the
homeowners’ weedmeadows would be
ing of lots. Although
next. We will stretch
“To have any chance
it is possible to reour limited budget as
duce the amount of
far as we can. It is not
of success, we will need
cheatgrass by spraypossible to project a
a true partnership
ing, there is some
specific mowing date;
with Game Trail residents.”
danger of developthat will depend on
ing herbicide resnowfall, temperature
sistant cheatgrass.
and cheatgrass growth. Late spring
would be the best time while the
Volunteers are needed for a preplants are reddish purple, still have
treatment assessment of Common
their seeds, and before they are maareas by taking photographs of the
ture. The timing will be determined
grass, specifically along Great Peaks,
through visual observation.
Elk Meadow and CR 365. In order to
evaluate whether or not progress is
Keep in mind that mowing is unbeing made, we need to make a piclikely to kill cheatgrass. Even with a
torial record of how much grass is out
shallow root system, some roots will
there and its location. This will be
remain and some plants will redone during late April/early May and
emerge. The objective is to prevent
will be coordinated by Carla Seyler.
seed production each year. Since
cheatgrass is an annual plant, preThe Commons Committee is
venting it from going to seed each
working with Steve Miles, who will
year should deplete the population
mow the areas sometime in May, beover time.
fore the seeds become viable. Prior
to the mowing, the Commons comThis is a multi- year effort as
mittee will walk the area in order to
cheatgrass seeds can persist for 3 - 9
remove stones.
years, and all seeds don't germinate
in a given year.
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In the near future, residents will
receive an alert asking that they weed
their own lots to remove the cheatgrass. Weeding should start soon,
even now. It is important to bag the
cheatgrass, tie the bag well, and dispose of it in the trash bins, NOT the
slash pit. Residents should keep
track of the hours spent weeding, as
this time may count towards our inkind efforts in fire mitigation.
In the fall and next spring, we will
evaluate again the amount of cheatgrass by taking more pictures and
comparing these to the original photographs. This will allow an objective
evaluation to determine the effectiveness of mowing.

What is Cheatgrass?
Cheatgrass, or Downy Brome,
is one of the most invasive weeds
in the western United States. Colorado considers it a noxious weed.
It can out-compete native plants
and grasses that feed wildlife.
Cheatgrass is an annual; its
entire life cycle takes place in one
growing season. It puts its energy
into aboveground growth and seed
reproduction. Unlike native perennials, cheatgrass aids erosion because of its shallow root system.

The biggest problem
with cheatgrass is that
it’s a fire hazard
Cheatgrass dries out much
earlier than native vegetation, extending
fire
season. It has
very
fine
leaves
and
stems, which
makes it ignite
easily
and
causes fire to spread rapidly.
Cheatgrass also grows very close
together. It ignites as easily and
burns as quickly as tissue paper.
The presence of cheatgrass is
associated with the doubling of fire
frequency as well as some of the
largest fires in the western U.S.
Content borrowed freely from The Cheatgrass Handbook published by the University of Wyoming and Colorado State University, as well as the Sage Grouse Initiative.

As funds become available, the
Commons Committee will consider
the possibility of reseeding with native
plants such as wheatgrass that could
discourage cheatgrass growth.
Together, we have the opportunity to protect Game Trail’s beautiful
wildlife refuge as well as our homes.
Our efforts will be instrumental in reducing fire risk and increasing the
amount of forage available for wildlife.
We ask you to consider volunteering,
specifically to take pictures, weed
your property, and help any neighbor
who may be challenged to handle
their own weeding.
Please contact Carla Seyler
cdseyler17@gmail.com for more details on volunteering.

